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Understanding forwards - No Arbitrage 

Sterling Asset Fund - Hedging the Currency Risk for Euro Investors 

 

Short term Rolling FX Hedging Using Spot and Forwards 

 



Understanding forwards - No Arbitrage 

FX Rate -Spot 1.3                   21-Jun  

reciprocal 0.769230769 

        

Example     

Sterling asset fund of    £100,000  

Starting Euros subscribed   €130,000  



Understanding forwards - No Arbitrage 

GBP Libor 6mo 0.729% 12 month 0.982% 

Euribor 6 mo -0.159% 12 month -0.028% 

Forward Rate 6month Forward Rate 12 month 

Step 1 Spot rate x 1.3 Spot rate x 1.3 

1 + GBP Libor/2 

0.99920

5 1 + Euribor 0.99972 

divided by divided by 

1 + Euribor 6 

mo/2 

1.00364

4 1 + GBP Libor 1.00982 

so Forward Rate =  1.29425 Forward Rate =  1.286998 



Understanding forwards - No Arbitrage 

Annual Differential in FX terms 0.013002317 

or 1.3 euro cents 

Annual Differential in interest terms 0.954% 

 Economic Equivalence Between: 

i) A currency swap to sell Euros/ buy GBP spot; and sell GBP buy 

Euros forward, and 

 

ii) lending Euros/ borrowing GBP for same period 



Understanding forwards - No Arbitrage 

So, Investor subscribes EUR 130,000 

which is sold spot for  £100,000 

Simultaneously, a forward sale of  £100,000 

produces due in 12 months EUR 128,700 

The interest differential is the difference EUR 1,300 



Understanding forwards - No Arbitrage 

In One year's Time the Hedge is Rolled: 

Assume: no change in LIBOR rates but spot FX rate has moved to  

(Euro has weakened) 1.35 

Underlying GBP fund asset still worth  £100,000 

Now equivalent to  EUR 135,000 



Understanding forwards - No Arbitrage 

Upon 1 year rollover we lock in a further 1 year interest differential  

equivalent to  0.954% 

Settling maturing FX deal against new spot deal requires cash of: 

EUR 135,000 

minus EUR 128,700 

EUR 6,300 

This represents a liquidity requirement : GBP has appreciated 

(if the spot rate had moved the other way, there would be a 

net cash surplus to put on deposit) 



Understanding forwards - No Arbitrage 

Calculating Fund Net Asset Value 

The NAV of the Euro share class now equals 

Mark to Market of outstanding hedge contract plus 

liquidity balance from matured and settled hedges 

Euro NAV in this example EUR 135,000 

less borrowing EUR 6,300 

EUR 128,700 

Equal to  

Original Investment EUR 130,000 

less differential  EUR 1,300 

EUR 128,700 

Then adjust for Sterling asset performance 



Understanding forwards - No Arbitrage 

Costs 

G7 FX markets are liquid, so frictional costs can be as low as 10 bp per annum 

Plus - FX manager fees, say 10 - 25 bp per annum 

Issues: 

Hedge Ratio 

Fund redemptions 

 

 



Understanding forwards - No Arbitrage 



Technology and Banking   

What is the Essence of Banking? 

 

FIDOR 



Technology and Banking   

 “‘FinTech’ heralds the dawn of narrow banking and portfolio optimisation. 

It will change the nature of money, shake the foundations of central banking 

and deliver nothing less than a democratic revolution for all who use 

financial services” 

 

       Governor M Carney, Bank of England 16/6/16 



Technology and Banking   

“….new entrants and established players are seeking to 

provide payment services that are instantaneous, secure, 

reliable and accessible anytime from anywhere.4  

   Examples include From Stripe to Square, from Paypal to 

Ripple, from Applepay to Zapp” 

Really? 



Technology and Banking   

Paypal has no Settlement Platform.  They incur est. 1.5% charges on 

funds they take from customers to fund spends.  It would be expedient for 

Paypal, like many businesses, to deal with the Clearing House.   

 

In the US the biggest Clearing House is CHIPS. 

   

Only large financial institutions can participate at the CHIPS level – say 

500 institutions. 

 

The main US Settlement Platform – Real Time Gross Settlement – is 

Fedwire.  



Technology and Banking   

For 15 years egold has been such a system, all the efficiencies of 

CHIPS.   

There could be a multicurrency global CH. 

The benefits would be if banks wanted to use this for more efficient 

clearing and payments. 

BUT – Sony or Mannesmann could directly deal with the CH, no 

need to go through banks. 



Technology and Banking   

2 criteria for CH participation: 

 

a) Undisputed creditworthiness 

b) Have privileges on the underlying Settlement Platform – ie represent 

swathes of business and customer users 

 

Key criteria of CH transactions: 

- Finality of Settlement 

- Freedom from Default Risk 

 

Whatever the currency used as a medium on the settlement platform, 

this should be suitable for participants to use to hold reserve balances. 



Technology and Banking   

So, What currency? 

- Bitcoin? 

Specialised Investors hold most.  Some call it a form of gold.  It isn’t. 

Focus on the wrong aspect of gold – ie mining 

If you mine gold you just have a mining business.  This is nothing to 

do with the money aspect 

Over the millennia, money has been issued or delivered in return for 

goods and services, not squirted into circulation. 



Technology and Banking   

- Ripple? 

They are in the Settlement Business.  But snags: 

- XRP; these are like Gordon euros  

Ripple says they are clearing payments, as if they are a Clearing House.  

This is a misstatement. Clearing implies multilateral settlement, or netting. 

- Ethereum? 



Technology and Banking   

No need for Distributed Ledgers 

- Benefits of no central authority are overstated 

- Nobody cares whether the record is distributed on blockchain 

What matters: 

- Can I trust this money? 

- Will everyone perform? 

- How long will this last? 

- If there is a dispute, on Whom can I serve legal proceedings? 
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This presentation is for information purposes only.  It does not constitute 

research or investment advice. This presentation and its contents are 

confidential and are provided to you solely for your information and 

should not be distributed,published or reproduced (in whole or in part). To 

the extent permitted by law neither Cobden Partners nor its affiliates nor 

any officer, director, employee, or representative of any of them accepts 

any liability for any loss howsoever arising from any use of this 

presentation and its contents. 
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